Dave’s Blarg!
2011-Nov-14

Today started at [Way! Too! Early!] O’clock (again) :p Danielle and I hit
the gym to start the day 

I shan’t put you through all the details, but we’re getting pretty darn
muscley, and I’m seriously thinking about keeping that awesome tattoo  )

Oh! And we passed the coolest truck on our way to my office!

I don’t even know what I’d do with it, but I’ve *always* wanted one of these 

And with today being “leave for a while on the boat” day, Danielle dropped
me off at the office

And poor Brick was consigned to its fate…..

And then!!! (wait for it, waaaait for it!)
You guessed it  More fog :p

I know, again? I figure if I have to see it
again, you should too 

At the ship we did more loading

Actual conversation from yesterday Hai-Yue: “have you ever found a
webcam program that doesn’t suck?” me: “no” Hai-Yue: “Me neither”
– but someday this will be an animation from a camera on the ship….

And I swapped out some more sensor equipment

Electron containment tube + heroic pose = Science!!!

Oh! We were also in the Newport newspaper!

Woot! We’re big news around here!

You *could* read the whole article (with pictures of Moi!):
http://www.newportnewstimes.com/v2_news_articles.php?heading=0&pag
e=72&story_id=30952
Or I could summarize it here:
“an unqualified success,”
“Our highly efficient team of sea-going professionals was able to maintain a
brisk deployment schedule”
:D

So on to a montage of
my day, and once again,
a focus on variety 

No, the cherries will be up for 5 seconds, so you have
to dodge the ghost the long way to eat more dots..

The chief scientist and I
had a chat about the
order of deployment
operations
for
the
cruise.

Then the food for the
cruise showed up (the
whole crew/science team
usually pitches in for the
food loading  )

Actual sound byte: “Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh” –
Clunk!! (Those of you who have driven with me
may recognize the sound of me at the wheel  )

And (in case the pictures of me didn’t show it) we eat *well* on the Wecoma


We *all* help because we all *Love* eating :D

Very well 

Then, in the middle
of strapping some
gear down…

“But if we leave the
straps off they’ll get in
the water faster, right?”

We got a call from the
main campus.
Apparently one of the
university autonomous
gliders has gone astray
and aborted to the
surface. They asked if
we could pick it up on
our way out on this
cruise.

“No, I’m not Jenny, how did you get
this number. What do you mean you
can hear the loudness of my gloves
through the phone?”

No, wait, I thought that Ms. Pac Man
only came in the flat tabletop version..

There was a quick
powwow with the chief
scientist, the captain and
I. We determined that it
was feasible and within
range, and they gave the
go-ahead for the
operation, and we started
the planning.

Should we leave the last corner dot to
string this level out, or does the lemon
not come back?

After that all the officers and science sub-team leaders
assembled on the bridge to do the final cruise run through planning. There
were no major hitches, outside of the weather (and I’m sure that there will be
more on that later :p )
Later on Zen showed
up with the recovery
& storage equipment
for the glider. (It’s an
IRobot glider by the
way, not that I’m
pointing any pointies
or anything (name
rhymes
with
bamber..)
“Man those gliders, let me tell ya, they
burn up all of their own batteries when
we put the old Atari-pacman recycled
chips in them.”

After that it was out to the store to pick up a few essentials and some cups!!
:D (I got *lots* of colors of markers too!)

Never send an engineer to the store, they’ll spend
*FOR-E-VER* agonizing, and then come back with
something completely different. *Lots* more on
that later, for anyone who resubscribes!! :D

I hope everyone out there is having a great day as well!
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